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It is known that in photovoltaic applications, columnar discotic liquid crystal (LC) phases of
conjugated compounds are useful to align the molecules for improving their charge mobilities.
However, conjugated compounds are usually either crystalline or amorphous. For compounds to form
columnar discotic LC phases, specific molecular design is required for their ordered structural packing.
In our recent report, a series of conjugated compounds, 6,7,15,16-tetrakis(alkylthio)quinoxalino[20 ,30 :9,10]-phenanthro[4,5-abc]phenazine (TQPP-[SCn]4) (n ¼ 6, 8, 10 and 12), which display p-channel
characteristics, were synthesized and characterized. This series of compounds was crystalline and did
not exhibit LC behavior (S. Leng, B. Wex, L. H. Chan, M. J. Graham, S. Jin, A. J. Jing, K.-U. Jeong, R. M.
Van Horn, B. Sun, M. Zhu, B. R. Kaafarani and S. Z. D. Cheng, J. Phys. Chem. B, 2009, 113, 5403–5411).
In order to create a columnar LC phase with the lowest free energy within a broad applicable
temperature region, we specifically designed and synthesized several series of electron-deficient
phenazine derivatives to disrupt the molecular crystal packing and force the compounds to enter the
columnar LC phase. These phenazine derivatives were designed to control the fused rigid ring size and
shape as well as the location, lengths, and chemical structures of their flexible tails. These series include
a series of 2,11-bis(1-methylethyl)-6,7,15,16-tetrakis(alkoxy)quinoxalino[20 ,30 :9,10]phenanthro-[4,5abc]-phenazines (TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4), a series of 2,13-bis(1-methylethyl)-7,8,18,19tetrakis(alkoxy)pyrazino[2,3-i]pyrazino[200 ,300 :60 ,70 ]quinoxalino[20 ,30 :9,10]phenanthro[4,5-abc]phenazines (TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4), and a series of 3,4,11,12,19,20-hexaalkoxy2,5,7,8,10,13,15,16,18,21,23,24-dodecaazatri-anthracenes (HDATAN-[OR]6), where R is the alkyl
chain in the substituents and B represents that they are branched structures. The different phase
structures and transition behaviors of these series of compounds were studied, and based on the
experimental results, we can conclude that tailoring the alkyl tail size, the core size, and the core shape
leads to a promising way to design molecules that exhibit the columnar LC phase. In particular,
changes in alkyl tail architecture affect the phase behaviors more significantly than changes in its length.

Introduction
Organic charge-transporting materials is a field of intense
scientific activity because of their potential application in electronic and optoelectronic devices such as field effect transistors
(FETs),1,2 light emitting diodes (LEDs),3,4 and photovoltaic (PV)
cells.5,6 The interest in organic PVs arises from the fact that they
could be the basis for new, portable renewable-energy generation
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technology. Photovoltaics using organic materials are attractive
due to their potentially low cost, light weight, ability to be
manufactured into large-area structures, and chemical flexibility
enabling a tunable energy gap. However, organic photovoltaics
still cannot compete with inorganics in terms of efficiency and
stability. As a result, much effort has been devoted to the
development of novel PV materials and structures in order to
improve their performance.
In developing novel organic PV materials, liquid crystals (LCs)
are currently viewed as highly potential organic semiconductors
due to their order and dynamics.7 LCs have advantages over
amorphous materials at the point of order which is likely the
most important parameter that determines the performances of
organic semiconductors in devices. They also provide the decisive
advantage of controlling order in the bulk and at interfaces when
compared with crystalline materials.
Another more striking ability of LCs is the role of dynamics in
organic semiconductors, which is less studied. LCs have the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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ability to ‘‘self-heal’’ structural defects such as grain boundaries
due to their liquid-like property. Under simple thermal annealing, they usually can spontaneously form large single domains
that extend over several square millimetres for films up to several
micrometres thick.8,9 The orientation of molecules within these
domains can be controlled by various methods, such as a surface
alignment layer, a concentration or temperature gradient,
polarized light, or an electronic or magnetic field.10–13 The twodimensional (2D) chemical structure of discotic LCs exhibits
a set of unique features. Columns of discotic mesogens can
provide one-dimensional charge transport with ability to correct
the occurrence of defects.6,12
Synthesis of columnar LCs has been driven by the structural
diversity needed to establish reliable structure–property relationships. Several molecular concepts need to be investigated.
These include: the chemical structure, the symmetry and size of
the rigid core, properties of the connecting groups between the
conjugated core and the flexible side chains, and phase behaviors
and transitions by variations of the rigid core and connected
substituents.14–21 To investigate the structure–property relationships of columnar LCs, three series of compounds have been
synthesized. According to the previous study, the variation of the
length of the flexible alkyl chains is not an effective method to
obtain LCs.22
In this study, we modified the architecture of the attached side
chains and the length of the rigid core, as well as its symmetry, to
obtain LCs at low temperatures that can be easily processed.
These compounds were then studied mainly using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and wide-angle X-ray diffraction
(WAXD). Based on phase transition properties and phase
structure identification, it can be concluded that: first, the isotropization temperature decreases as the length of flexible alkyl
chain increases; second, a columnar LC phase can be obtained by
attaching bulky tert-butyl groups; third, branched alkyl side
chains are efficient to obtain LCs at room temperature; and
finally, changing the volume ratio between rigid core and flexible
chains will affect the phase behavior dramatically.

Experimental
Materials and sample preparation
The synthesis of the first series of compounds used in this study, 2,11bis(1-methylethyl)-6,7,15,16-tetrakis(alkoxy)quinoxalino[20 ,30 :9,10]
phenanthro[4,5-abc]phenazine, was described in a previous
reference.23 This series of compounds is abbreviated as TQPP[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4, where R is the alkyl chain in the substituents and
B will be used to indicate branched substituents. The molecular
structure of these compounds is shown in Scheme 1.
Another series of compounds, 2,13-bis(1-methylethyl)-7,8,18,19tetrakis(alkoxy)pyrazino[2,3-i]pyrazino[200 ,300 :60 ,70 ]quinoxalino[20 ,30 :9,10]phenanthro[4,5-abc]phenazine, were also synthesized.24
They are abbreviated as TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4, where R and B
have the identical meanings as in Scheme 1. This series of
compounds shows a similar structure to TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 but
has an extended length of the rigid core with one more pyrazine
group on each side. The molecular structure of these compounds is
shown in Scheme 2.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Scheme 1 Chemical structure of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4.

The third series of compounds, 3,4,11,12,19,20-hexaalkoxy2,5,7,8,10,13,15,16,18,21,23,24-dodecaazatrianthracene,
are
hexaazatrinaphthylene derivatives with six alkoxyl chains of
different lengths and were synthesized by treating hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate with the 2,3-dialkoxy-6,7-diaminoquinoxalines in refluxing benzene.24 They are abbreviated as
HDATAN-[OR]6, where R is the alkyl chain in the substituents.
The general chemical structure of this series of compounds is
shown in Scheme 3.
The samples were vacuum-dried before carrying out the
analysis and characterization. For differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements, powder samples were used with
a typical weight of 2–3 mg. Melt-cast samples for both wideangle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) powder (1D) and oriented (2D)
experiments were prepared. Their thicknesses were controlled to
be around 0.5 mm. The oriented samples were obtained via
mechanical shearing at a high temperature.
Instruments and experiments
A Perkin-Elmer PYRIS Diamond DSC with an Intracooler 2P
apparatus was used to characterize the thermal properties of the
phase transitions. For different heating and cooling scanning
rates (1–40  C min1), the temperature and heat flow scales were
calibrated using standard materials. The samples were first
heated above their melting temperatures to eliminate thermal
history. For each identical cooling and heating scanning rate, the
cooling experiments were always carried out first. The transition

Scheme 2 Chemical structure of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR(B)]4.
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Scheme 3 Chemical structure of HDATAN-[OR]6.

temperatures were determined by measuring onset and peak
temperatures from the cooling and heating experiments.
1D WAXD experiments were studied with a Rigaku MultiFlex
2 kW tube-anode X-ray (Cu Ka radiation) generator attached to
a diffractometer. Phase structure transitions as a function of
temperature were obtained with a hot-stage-equipped diffractometer. The hot stage was calibrated with a temperature deviation within 0.5  C. The 1D WAXD patterns were studied
across a 2q range of 1.5 to 40 at a 2 min1 scanning rate. The
peak positions were calibrated using silicon powder in the high
angle region (>15 ) and silver behenate in the low-angle region
(<15 ). Background scattering was subtracted from the sample
patterns. 2D WAXD patterns were obtained with a Rigaku
18 kW rotating anode X-ray generator coupled to an R-AXIS-IV
image plate system. A hot stage, with temperature control to
0.5  C, was also coupled to the diffractometer to obtain images
at desired temperatures. To get high quality WAXD patterns, the
exposure time was set to 60 min. The same standards were used
to calibrate the 2q angles. The crystal unit cells were determined
by constructing reciprocal lattices. Computer refinement was
conducted to find the solutions with the least error between the
calculated values and the experimental results.25–27
The LC textures were observed using a polarized light microscope (PLM, Olympus BH-2). The experiments were also
coupled with a Mettler hot stage (FP-90) for observing phase
morphologies at different temperatures.

Fig. 1 shows a set of DSC cooling and subsequent heating
thermo-diagrams for the series of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4
(R ¼ CnH2n+1, n ¼ 9–14 and 16) at a scanning rate of 10  C
min1. All of these compounds generally showed more than two
phase transitions, and most of these transitions can be observed
while heating and cooling, indicating that these thermal transitions are enantiotropic.28–30 The highest transition temperatures
of these seven compounds measured during heating decreased
from 304  C to 191  C, when the number of carbons in their
flexible tails changed from 9 to 16. Different cooling and heating
rates were used to study the rate dependence of the thermal
transition temperatures.
The DSC thermal diagrams of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 at
different cooling and subsequent heating rates (2.5–40  C min1)
are shown in Fig. 2 as an example. At a 2.5  C min1 cooling rate,
the transition temperatures were at 263.3, 190.3, and 148.4  C.
The corresponding heats of transition were 12.8, 10.6, and
19.8 kJ mol1, respectively. The onset temperatures and heats of
transition of the high-temperature transition process are not

Results and discussion
Thermodynamic transition properties
Cooling and subsequent heating experiments in DSC were conducted on all series of compounds. Using this technique, the
phase transition properties were determined. The relationship
between core structure, alkyl chain structure, and alkyl chain
length was analyzed over the series of compounds. The simplest
structure was for the TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 compounds with linear
alkyl chains. The highest transition temperatures of the series of
TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 (R ¼ CnH2n+1) compounds with n ¼ 6–8
carbons in the flexible side chains were much higher than 300  C,
which enter the degradation limit of the compounds. Only
compounds with highest transition temperatures near to or lower
than 300  C have been discussed in this study.
102 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 100–112

Fig. 1 Sets of DSC cooling and heating diagrams for TQPP-[t-Bu]2[OR]4 (R ¼ CnH2n+1, n ¼ 9–14 and 16) samples at a scanning rate of
10  C min1 cooling (a) and heating (b).
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Fig. 2 Thermal diagram of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 at different cooling and heating rates.

cooling and heating rate dependent, indicating that this transition may be associated with an equilibrium transition of a mesophase (most likely, it is a discotic LC phase). On the other hand,
those of the low-temperature transition processes appear to
exhibit cooling and heating rate dependence, indicating that the
transitions at low temperatures may represent a transition that
increases the structural order.31–46
Fig. 3 shows a set of DSC cooling and subsequent heating
diagrams for a compound of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 with 20
carbons in the branched tails at different cooling and heating
rates (2.5–40  C min1). The main difference between this
compound and the one found in Fig. 2 was the branching in the
alkyl tails. It was found that there are two phase transitions. Both
transition temperatures and heats of transition of the hightemperature transition are only slightly cooling and heating rate
dependent, while the low-temperature ones show a greater
dependence on the rate. Furthermore, the highest transition
temperature (152.2  C) is substantially decreased compared with

Fig. 3 Thermal diagram of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at different
cooling and heating rates.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Fig. 4 Thermal diagram of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at different
cooling and heating rates. The temperature scale from 160 to 240  C is
also shown in the inset for clarity.

that of the linear alkyl tails (note that the tail lengths in this
compound are close to that of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC16H33]4). Based
on DSC experiments alone, it may be expected that these two
phase transitions must be associated with similar transition
behaviors31–46 as shown in Fig. 2 for TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4.
Fig. 4 is a set of DSC cooling and subsequent heating diagrams
for a compound of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 with identical
branched tails to the compound shown in Fig. 3. This compound
has two more rigid rings in the core of the compound (Scheme 2)
compared with TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. It is evident that
a high-temperature transition occurs at 215.0  C with a weak
enthalpic contribution of 0.9 kJ mol1 (shown in the inset). This
transition was only slightly cooling and heating rate dependent.
A low-temperature transition takes place around 145.1  C with a
significant contribution from the enthalpy change (33.6 kJ mol1
at 2.5  C min1 heating rate), and this transition is cooling and

Fig. 5 Thermal diagram of HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 at different cooling
and heating rates.
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heating rate dependent in both transition temperature and heat
of transition. Compared with Fig. 3, an increase in the rigid core
length leads to a substantial increase in the highest transition
temperature, yet a mesophase can apparently still be found
around 215  C.
For the series of compounds with a non-linear core, HDATAN-[OR]6, Fig. 5 shows a set of DSC experiments of HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 as an example. It was found that the transition
temperatures and heats of transition shown in this figure are
dependent on cooling and heating rates. At a cooling rate of
2.5  C min1, an exothermic peak is observed. The onset
temperature for the transition is at 78.1  C. When the cooling
rate is faster than 10  C min1, no exothermic peak can be found,
indicating that the rate of this phase formation is relatively slow.
At a heating rate of 2.5  C min1, the transition temperature is at
111.3  C, and the heat of transition is 62.6 kJ mol1. Compared
with the DSC cooling diagrams for 2.5  C min1 cooling and
subsequent heating, a large supercooling is required for the phase
formation (DT ¼ 111.3  C  78.1  C ¼ 33.2  C). With increasing
cooling and heating rates, an exothermic peak can be observed
between 60 and 80  C, depending upon the heating rates. The
endothermic peak observed at a heating rate faster than 2.5  C
min1 decreases its enthalpy change, indicating that the materials
cannot be completely transformed to the ordered structure,
although the melting temperature remains constant. All these
observations tend to be an indication of crystallization during
cooling and crystal melting during heating in this temperature
region.
Temperature dependence of phase structure evolution
1D WAXD heating and cooling experiments were conducted to
determine the structural transformations in these compounds.
Fig. 6 exhibits a set of 1D WAXD patterns of TQPP-[t-Bu]2[OC10H21]4 at a cooling rate of 2.5  C min1 as an example for
this set of compounds. The 1D WAXD patterns were recorded
from 290 to 40  C at an interval of 10  C. This figure clearly
shows that there were four different phases in this temperature
region and that the transition temperatures were consistent with
those observed in DSC experiments (Fig. 1 and 2). The diffraction peak at 38.13 belongs to aluminium which has been used as
a standard substrate in this study. In this figure, structures with
two different length scales can be identified. One structure is on
the nanometre scale between 1.5 and 9 , and the other is on the
sub-nanometre scale between 10 and 35 .
The highest temperature phase, above 270  C, is the isotropic
phase. Only two amorphous halos were observed, which are
centered at 2q ¼ 17.5 and 23.0 (d-spacings of 0.51 and 0.39 nm,
respectively). The amorphous halo at 2q ¼ 23.0 may be attributed to the scattering from the average distance among the alkyl
tails, while the amorphous halo at 2q ¼ 17.5 is expected to be
caused by the rigid cores. In between 270 and 190  C, only
diffractions in the low-angle region of the 1D WAXD patterns
were observed at 2q ¼ 3.05 , 5.95 , 7.37 , 11.54 , and 11.95
(corresponding to d-spacings of 2.89, 1.49, 1.20, 0.77, and
0.74 nm, respectively), which are shown in the inset of Fig. 6. No
diffraction in the high angle region (>15 ) was found, indicating
that no long-range order exists in the molecular packing from the
low-angle region of WAXD. This set of results reveals that
104 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 100–112

Fig. 6 1D WAXD patterns of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 while cooling at
2.5  C min1 and the diffraction patterns at 250  C, 230  C, and 210  C
are shown in the inset for clarity.

TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 may possess an LC phase within which
the columns are packed in a 2D rectangular lattice (see below for
detailed structure assignment).
This conclusion is supported by PLM observations of the
phase textures. TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 exhibited a fan-like
texture at 220  C (below the isotropization temperature of
270  C) as shown in Fig. 7a, which is often observed in columnar
LC phases.47,48 Further cooling to a temperature region below
190  C, the phase texture of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 changed
suddenly to a crystalline morphology (Fig. 7b). A further
decrease to room temperature did not alter the crystalline
morphology, but changed the birefringence slightly (Fig. 7c).
These texture changes correspond closely to the appearance of
the sharp diffraction peaks at both high and low 2q angles as
shown in Fig. 6, indicating that the first, higher temperature
transition at 190.3  C is associated with the columnar LC-tocrystalline phase transition, while the lower temperature transition at 148.4  C from DSC and WAXD is a crystal-to-crystal
transition. Note from our previous work that there was no LC
phase formed in the case of TQPP-[SC10]4, which has similar side
chains to TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 but has no substituents at the
2 and 11 positions.22 The formation of the LC phase in TQPP[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 indicates that the introduction of bulky tertbutyl groups at the 2 and 11 positions plays a key role in forming
a mesophase.
The effect of flexible tails on the phase behavior was examined
by modifying the flexible linear alkyl chains to branched alkyl
chains, as in the case of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 with
20 carbons in the branched tails. Fig. 8 is a set of 1D WAXD
patterns for this compound in a temperature region between
160 and 30  C at 2.5  C min1 cooling. It is evident that there
existed three phases with two transition temperatures occurring
at 148.0  C and 112.2  C, corresponding closely to the DSC
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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results as shown in Fig. 3. Above 148.0  C, the sample was in an
isotropic liquid phase. Below that temperature, sharp diffractions appeared in the low-angle region (2q < 10 ), and only two
broad peaks were found around 2q ¼ 18.0 and 24.7 (corresponding to d-spacings of 0.49 and 0.36 nm, respectively).
These structural features most likely indicate two high-order
mesophases.
The PLM observations of this compound support these
assignments. Fig. 9 shows the phase textures at these two
temperatures for TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. Both morphologies exhibited fan-like textures at 130  C (Fig. 9a) and 30  C
(Fig. 9b). These are typical columnar liquid crystalline
textures.40,41 Therefore, we can conclude that non-crystalline
flexible tails combined with bulky tert-butyl groups near the
center can completely eliminate the formation of the crystalline
phase.
Fig. 10 shows a set of 1D WAXD patterns recorded at
a cooling rate of 2.5  C min1 for the compound with the same
branched alkyl tails but two more rigid rings in the core,
TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. It is observed that above 204  C,
only three amorphous halos were found in both low and high
2q-angle regions, indicating the isotropic liquid phase. Between
204  C and 123  C, only diffractions at low 2q angles of 2.76 ,
4.45 , 5.91 , 8.46 , and 8.90 (corresponding to d-spacings of
3.23, 1.99, 1.50, 1.04, and 0.99 nm, respectively) have been
detected. This result reveals that it is a mesophase with a 2D
rectangular lattice (see below for detailed structure assignment).
Below 123  C, diffraction peaks at high 2q angles appeared,
indicating the formation of structural order on the molecular
level; however, the low-angle diffraction peaks suddenly changed
their 2q-angle positions. This shows that the supramolecular

Fig. 7 PLM textures of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC11H23]4 at 220  C (a), 170  C
(b), and 30  C (c).

Fig. 8 1D WAXD patterns of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 while cooling
at 2.5  C min1.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Fig. 9 Liquid crystalline textures of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at
130  C (a) and 30  C (b).
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Fig. 10 1D WAXD patterns of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 while
cooling at 2.5  C min1.

packing in this low-temperature phase has also changed
compared with that of the high-temperature phase.
The PLM phase morphologies for this compound also
exhibited columnar LC textures at 190  C in the high-temperature phase between 204  C and 123  C (Fig. 11a).47,48 Interestingly enough, even in the low-temperature phase at 30  C, as
shown in Fig. 11b, the major texture has not changed, although
at the low-temperature of 30  C, a more ordered phase has been
introduced (Fig. 10). At this temperature, only some cracks are
formed due presumably to shrinking of the layer spacing along
the columnar axis direction.

Fig. 12 1D WAXD patterns of HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 during heating at
2.5  C min1.

Fig. 12 is a set of 1D WAXD patterns for HDATAN[OC14H29]6 during subsequent heating after cooling at
2.5  C min1. Analysis was done during heating because of the
phase behavior found in the DSC experiments (shown in Fig. 5).
Above 110  C, two amorphous halos indicative of an isotropic
phase were seen at 2q ¼ 3.2 and 19.0 (corresponding to
d-spacings of 2.76 and 0.47 nm). They may be related to the
radius of the molecule and the average distance among the alkyl
tails. When the temperature reached 110  C, HDATAN[OC14H29]6 exhibited a new diffraction pattern. Fig. 12 exhibits
partially overlapped diffractions in the low-angle region. In
addition, various diffractions can also be observed in the high
angle region, indicating a transformation of this compound into
the crystalline phase.
Using 1D WAXD experimental results we clearly identified
evolution of the phase transitions corresponding to those
observed in the DSC experiments. However, precise determinations of these phase structures are necessary to further pursue our
discussion of the effects of chemical modifications of rigid cores
to generate columnar LC phases. The conclusions of these
discussions will serve as principles for the further design of
molecular compounds for photovoltaic applications.

Identification of the liquid crystalline and crystalline phase
structures

Fig. 11 PLM photographs of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at 190  C
(a) and 30  C (b). In order to enhance the texture visualization, a 530 nm
tint plate was inserted.

106 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 100–112

Without structural modifications of the substituents, only crystalline phases were observed in TQPP-[SCn]4, and no LC or any
other mesophases existed in this series of compounds.22 With
modification of the rigid core by introducing tert-butyl-substitutions at the 2 and 11 positions, however, the 1D WAXD
results, as shown in Fig. 8 and 10, indicate the generation of
mesophases; therefore, we need to identify the crystal and mesophase structures of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 using 2D WAXD. We
use TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 as an example. Based on the shape
of the molecule, we speculate that the crystal unit cell dimensions
should be very anisotropic, as shown in our previous work for
TQPP-[SCn]4.22
Fig. 13a shows a 2D WAXD pattern for this compound at
room temperature after the sample was mechanically sheared at
220  C. The ring at 2q ¼ 28.47 belongs to silicon powder which
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 13 2D WAXD pattern of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 at room
temperature (a) and at 235  C (c) after the sample was mechanically
sheared at 220  C. The shear and X-ray beam direction as well as the
molecular packing are also shown in (b) and (d). For clarity, only the
cores of the molecules are shown.

was used as a standard in the 2D WAXD experiments. The 2D
WAXD pattern shows clearly that TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 was
crystalline at room temperature. Along the equator, up to four
diffractions can be detected. The d-spacing ratio of these
diffractions is 2 : 4 : 6 : 8 (the d-spacing of the first diffraction is
actually second order due to the extinction rule, and it is
2.04 nm). Therefore, we assign these diffractions to the a*-axis
along the equator, and they are (200), (400), (600) and (800),

Table 1 Crystallographic parameters of the crystalline phase at room
temperature in TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4
2q/deg

d-Spacing/nm

(hkl) plane

Expt.a

Calcd.b

Expt.a

Calcd.b

200
010
210
400
410
020
600
001
610
420
111
411
620
030
230
430
131
431

4.3
6.4
7.7
8.7
10.8
12.7
13.0
14.3
14.4
15.5
15.8
17.8
18.2
19.2
19.6
21.0
24.0
25.4

4.3
6.4
7.7
8.7
10.8
12.7
13.0
14.2
14.5
15.4
15.7
17.9
18.3
19.2
19.6
21.1
24.0
25.5

2.04
1.39
1.15
1.02
0.82
0.70
0.68
0.62
0.62
0.57
0.56
0.51
0.49
0.46
0.45
0.43
0.37
0.35

2.04
1.39
1.15
1.02
0.82
0.70
0.68
0.62
0.61
0.57
0.56
0.50
0.49
0.46
0.45
0.42
0.37
0.35

a

b

Experimentally observed in Fig. 13a. Calculated based on the
orthorhombic unit cell of a ¼ 4.08 nm, b ¼ 1.39 nm, c ¼ 0.62 nm,
a ¼ b¼ g ¼ 90 .
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respectively. The long axis of the rigid core of these molecules
must be aligned along the a*-axis as shown in Fig. 13b. The first
three diffractions along the meridian are identified as (010),
(020), and (001). This was identified as a uniaxial fiber pattern
with the rotating axis being the a*-axis. The b* and c* axes
were thus along the meridian, which is aligned with the shear
direction.
The diffractions in the quadrants indicate that the structure
possesses a 3D order. The first diffraction in the quadrant was
assigned as the (210) diffraction. Following the standard procedure of determining the structural lattice, a triangle of the (hk0)
diffractions can be constructed based on the diffractions of the
(200), (010), and (210) planes.22,25–27 The unit cell of this phase was
determined to be orthorhombic with dimensions of a ¼ 4.08 nm,
b ¼ 1.39 nm, c ¼ 0.62 nm, and a ¼ g ¼ b ¼ 90 via the refinement
of the reciprocal lattice. The discs are tilted with respect to the
normal direction of the columns, and the p–p interaction
direction has deviated from the normal direction of the columns,
resulting in the c-axis dimension being larger than 0.35 nm, which
is the typical p–p stacking length. The crystallographic density
was calculated to be 1.08 g cm3 with two molecules in each unit
cell. The experimental and calculated diffraction angles (2q) and
d-spacing values are listed in Table 1.
Fig. 13c is a 2D WAXD pattern taken at a temperature of
235  C which is located within the mesophase region of TQPP[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4. According to the reciprocal lattice principle,
the (00l) diffractions are along the meridian (along the sheared
direction) and the (hk0) diffractions are along the equator (as
illustrated by the sample geometry in this figure). Following the
standard procedure of determining the structural lattice,
a triangle of the (hk0) diffractions along the equator direction
can be constructed. This indicates that there is a layer structure
perpendicular to the sheared direction, and a 2D lattice was
formed within the layer. The diffractions on the equator correspond to the (200), (110), (310), (020), and (220) diffractions.
There were no sharp diffractions in the quadrants. The diffuse
diffraction on the meridian corresponds to a layered structure
with a d-spacing of 0.63 nm. Again, these molecules are tilted,
and the p–p interaction direction has deviated from the normal
direction of the columns. It is evident that this is a columnar LC
phase since the diffractions on the equator show long-range
positional order.
Columnar LC phases have been identified as hexagonal, rectangular, and oblique phases.28,49,50 The columnar rectangular LC
phases can be specified by three different planar space groups,
P21/a, P2/a and C2/m, based on the symmetries of the 2D lattices.

Table 2 Diffraction conditions of the three space groups of columnar
rectangular liquid crystalline phases
Space group

Index

Diffraction conditions

P21/a

hk
h0
0k
hk
0k
hk
h0
0k

—
h ¼ 2n
k ¼ 2n
—
k ¼ 2n
h + k ¼ 2n
h ¼ 2n
k ¼ 2n

P2/a
C2/m
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The molecules are elliptically projected on the plane of the 2D
lattices in columnar rectangular LC phases.46,51–58 The reflection
conditions of these three space groups are listed in Table 2.59
According to the indexed diffractions, the high-temperature
phase of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 must be a typical high-order
rectangular columnar LC phase (Colr). This Colr mesophase
shows C2/m symmetry with in-plane dimensions of a ¼ 5.79 and
b ¼ 1.53 nm. Note that this structural orientation is different
from that of those reciprocal axes in the crystal phase as
described in Fig. 13a. In the crystal phase, only the a*-axis is
along the equator, and the b* and c* axes are along the meridian.
This indicates that in this mesophase, the molecules form
uniaxial columns, yet orientation of the long axis of the molecules has not changed. The mesophase exhibited the ability of
‘‘self-healing’’ the crystal grain defects and formed large domains
of uniaxial columns along the shear direction by setting the
molecules flat-on and generating p–p interactions among the flat
faces of the molecules to construct the Colr phase. A schematic
illustration of the molecular packing is included as Fig. 13d
(compared to the randomly oriented columns in a plane
in Fig. 13b).
Second, we are particularly interested in TQPP-[t-Bu]2[OC20H41B]4 since it possesses two mesophases in the high- and
low-temperature regions. Fig. 14a shows 2D WAXD uniaxial
patterns from oriented TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at room
temperature, namely, in the high-order mesophase after
mechanical shearing at 95  C. Up to six diffractions have been
observed along the equator, and the d-spacing ratio between
them is 2 : 4 : 6 : 8 : 10, ., n. The d-spacing of the first diffraction
(second order, again based on the extinction rule) is 3.23 nm. The
diffractions along the equator were indexed as (200), (400), (600),
(800), (1000), ., (h00), respectively. Following the identical
procedure as described in the case of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4,

the first two diffractions on the meridian were then indexed as the
(010) and (001) diffractions. However, in this case, there were no
diffractions in the quadrants, indicating that only a 2D ordered
structure exists. The 2D lattice dimensions were determined to be
a ¼ 6.47 nm and b ¼ 1.41 nm. The angle between the a- and
b-axis is 90 . The a*-axis is along the equator, and it serves as the
fiber axis. The b* and c* axes are along the meridian. The
d-spacing between discs within columns is 0.62 nm with the
deviated p–p interaction direction. Compared with the 2D
WAXD results shown in Fig. 13a, we can conclude that the
flexible tails in TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 facilitate the crystalline
phases since with non-crystalline branched flexible tails, only
high-ordered LC phases can be formed as shown in Fig. 14a. The
molecular packing is schematically drawn in Fig. 14b.
When the temperature is above 127  C, TQPP-[t-Bu]2[OC20H41B]4 enters another high-order mesophase. Fig. 14c
shows a 2D WAXD pattern of this compound at 140  C after the
sample was mechanically sheared. The scatter along the meridian
and within the quadrants was more diffuse compared with the
low-temperature phase. It is evident that this high-temperature
mesophase showed less molecular positional order. Along the
equator, the diffractions were indexed as (200), (110), (400),
(020), and (220). The diffraction of (001) is located on the
meridian. The a* and b* axes are along the equator, and the
c*-axis (column direction) is along the meridian. The mesophase
at 140  C is also the Colr phase with C2/m symmetry and an inplane dimension of a ¼ 6.10 and b ¼ 2.08 nm. The column axis is
perpendicular to the ab-plane, and the molecules are stacked in
the column with a d-spacing of 0.59 nm as shown in Fig. 14d.
After extending the rigid core of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 to
TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4, two phase transitions can be

Fig. 14 2D WAXD pattern of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at room
temperature (a) and at 140  C (c) after the sample was mechanically
sheared at 95  C. The shear and X-ray beam direction as well as the
molecular packing are also shown in (b) and (d). For clarity, only the
cores of the molecules are shown.

Fig. 15 2D WAXD pattern of TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 at room
temperature (a) and 160  C (b) after the sample was mechanically sheared
at 125  C. The shear and X-ray beam direction as well as the molecular
packing are also shown in (c). For clarity, only the cores of the molecules
are shown.
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identified based on the DSC and 1D WAXD patterns as shown in
Fig. 4 and 10. It can also be seen that the transition temperatures
shift to higher values. Furthermore, the low-temperature phase
exhibits a more ordered structure compared with that of TQPP[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. Fig. 15a shows a 2D WAXD pattern for
TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 taken at room temperature after
mechanical shearing at 125  C. The diffractions along the
equator have been indexed as the (200), (400), (110), (600), (310),
(020), and (800) diffractions. Therefore, the a* and b* axes are on
the equator, and the c*-axis is along the meridian. This is
different from the previous two cases. This may reflect that the
different lengths of the rigid cores may respond differently to the
mechanical shearing process. Although the diffraction arcs off
the equator are diffuse, the indices of (hkl) in the quadrants as
shown in this figure indicate that this phase possesses a 3D
ordered structure with small crystal sizes. The indices of (hkl)
should correspond to crystals from the rigid cores surrounded by
the mostly amorphous tails. This may reveal a structure that is
crystalline within each of the columns with a lack of long-range
order between the side chains. Namely, it is a high-order
columnar phase. If this is the case, this phase may be helpful for
an effective improvement in the charge mobility along the
column direction. A detailed study is underway along this
direction.
Following the identical procedure adopted in determining the
previous two series of crystal structures in the cases of linear and
branched TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4, we can determine that a ¼
6.65 nm and b ¼ 1.48 nm for TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. The
angle between the a- and b-axis is 114.8 . The layer dimension
along the column direction is c ¼ 0.64 nm, and the c-axis is
perpendicular to the ab-plane. This indicates that it is a monoclinic unit cell. The crystallographic density was calculated to be
1.05 g cm3 with two molecules in each unit cell. The experimental and calculated diffraction angles (2q) and d-spacing

values are listed in Table 3. Note that when the rigid core
increases from TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 to TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2[OC20H41B]4, the a-axis, b-axis, and c-axis have slightly
increased. These results thus reflect how the molecules pack into
the lattice. The long axis of the rigid core must be aligned along
the a-axis, while the c-axis represents the core stacking direction.
Fig. 15b shows a 2D WAXD pattern for the TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2[OC20H41B]4 taken at 160  C after mechanical shearing. No
diffractions in the quadrants were found, indicating that only
a mesophase existed. The diffractions on the equator were
identified as the (200), (110), (310), (020), and (220) diffractions.
The a* and b* axes are thus along the equator. The diffraction on
the meridian was indexed as (001), and therefore, the c*-axis is on

Table 3 Crystallographic parameters of the crystalline phase at room
temperature in TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4
2q/deg

d-Spacing/nm

(hkl) plane

Expt.a

Calcd.b

Expt.a

Calcd.b

200
400
110
600
310
800
020
1000
211
601
420
411

530

330
620
221
231
331

2.93
5.84
7.30
8.78
9.30
11.70
13.14
14.66
16.10
16.39
16.50
17.35
17.93
18.32
18.67
20.18
25.35
26.09

2.93
5.85
7.30
8.79
9.31
11.72
13.14
14.67
16.10
16.40
16.51
17.37
17.95
18.35
18.67
20.17
25.38
26.08

3.02
1.51
1.21
1.01
0.95
0.75
0.67
0.60
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.44
0.35
0.34

3.02
1.51
1.21
1.01
0.95
0.75
0.67
0.60
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.44
0.35
0.34

a
Experimentally observed in Fig. 15a. b Calculated based on the
monoclinic unit cell of a ¼ 6.65 nm, b ¼ 1.48 nm, c ¼ 0.64 nm,
a ¼ b¼ 90 , g ¼ 114.8 .
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Fig. 16 2D WAXD pattern of HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 at room
temperature after the sample was mechanically sheared at 95  C (a) and
an enlarged 2D WAXD pattern along the equator (b). The shear and
X-ray beam directions are shown in scheme (c).
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Table 4 Crystallographic parameters of the crystalline phase at room
temperature in HDATAN-[OC14H29]6
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2q/deg

d-Spacing/nm

(hkl) plane

Expt.a

Calcd.b

Expt.a

Calcd.b

100
010
110

110
210

210
220
300
320
400

410
500

140
610
250

340
550
460

630
001
121
470

360

221
331
341

650
651

2.33
2.93
3.24
4.17
4.75
6.08
6.62
6.97
8.01
9.47
10.41
11.70
12.45
13.64
14.27
15.16
16.29
17.68
18.42
19.25
20.06
20.35
20.73
21.01
21.66
22.69
22.70
26.08

2.33
2.93
3.25
4.18
4.83
6.10
6.49
6.99
7.90
9.33
10.46
11.66
12.52
13.56
14.22
15.12
16.28
17.74
18.37
19.24
20.09
20.34
20.59
21.01
21.61
22.76
22.80
26.16

3.79
3.02
2.73
2.12
1.86
1.45
1.34
1.27
1.10
0.93
0.85
0.76
0.71
0.65
0.62
0.58
0.54
0.50
0.48
0.46
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.39
0.34

3.79
3.02
2.72
2.12
1.83
1.45
1.36
1.26
1.12
0.95
0.85
0.76
0.71
0.65
0.62
0.59
0.54
0.50
0.48
0.46
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.39
0.34

a
Experimentally observed in Fig. 16. b Calculated based on the
monoclinic unit cell of a ¼ 3.92 nm, b ¼ 3.12 nm, c ¼ 0.46 nm,
a ¼ b ¼ 90 , g ¼ 75.3 .

the meridian. It is evident that this phase is a Colr phase with
C2/m symmetry with dimensions of a ¼ 6.47 and b ¼ 2.09 nm.
The molecules are stacked along the column direction having
a d-spacing of 0.60 nm. Fig. 15c shows the molecular packing
model of both phases.
For the series of compounds of HDATAN-[OR]6, the
symmetry of the rigid core becomes three-fold.60–62 Fig. 16a
shows a 2D WAXD pattern for HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 taken at
room temperature after mechanical shearing at 95  C. This
pattern is also different from the 2D WAXD pattern reported in
Fig. 13a; both a* and b* axes are along the equator. In detail,
partially overlapped arcs on the equator in the low-angle region
are attributed to three diffraction arcs at 2q ¼ 2.33 , 2.93 and
3.24 (corresponding to d-spacings of 3.79, 3.02, and 2.73 nm),
and they are assigned as the (100), (010) and (110) diffractions,
respectively. There are also a series of relatively weak diffractions
on the equator as shown in Fig. 16b. Weak and relatively diffuse
diffractions can also be found on the meridian and in the
quadrants. On the meridian, a relatively weak diffraction arc on
the first layer was assigned as the (001) diffraction, and its
d-spacing is 0.46 nm. The crystal structure was determined to be
monoclinic. The calculated unit cell parameters are a ¼ 3.92 nm,
b ¼ 3.12 nm, c ¼ 0.46 nm, a ¼ b ¼ 90 , and g ¼ 75.3 . The p–p
interaction direction is still tilted from the normal direction of the
columns but less so than the previous samples. The indices, the
measured and calculated 2q angles, and the d-spacing values are
110 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 100–112

listed in Table 4. All the relatively weak diffractions on the
equator can be assigned based on these structural parameters as
shown in Fig. 16b. The calculated density is 1.10 g cm3 if two
molecules are in one unit cell. This is consistent with the
measured density of 1.09 g cm3. Fig. 16c shows the molecular
packing model of the crystalline phase.

Conclusion
In summary, three new series of potentially useful photovoltaic
materials with alkyl chains attached to a discotic fused rigid ring
have been synthesized. DSC, WAXD and PLM techniques were
used to investigate the side chain and molecular shape effect on
phase behavior. The isotropization temperature decreases
dramatically as the number of carbons in the flexible tails
increases from 9 to 16 for the series of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4.
Using TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC10H21]4 as an example, at temperatures
lower than 214.3  C, two crystalline phases have been detected. The
room temperature phase has been identified to be orthorhombic
with dimensions of a ¼ 4.08 nm, b ¼ 1.39 nm, c ¼ 0.62 nm, and
a ¼ g ¼ b ¼ 90 . When the temperature is higher than 214.3  C,
a high-order Colr phase with C2/m symmetry has been detected.
According to previous studies, no LC phases have been detected
without modifying the 2 and 11 positions on the TQPP rigid core.
The formation of an LC phase of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4 indicates
that the introduction of bulky tert-butyl group at the 2 and 11
positions on the TQPP core plays a key role in forming the LC
phase.
Further modifying the linear flexible tails to branched alkyl
chains led to TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4. The isotropization
temperature of this material decreases significantly compared
with similar linear tail lengths in TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC16H33]4. Only
two LC phases formed below the temperature for the isotropic
liquid phase. Even at room temperature, a high-order LC phase
can be formed for this compound. The high-temperature phase
was also identified as the Colr phase with C2/m symmetry. It is
evident that the branched alkyl chains in the tails inhibit the
formation of the crystalline phase when compared to the phase
behaviors of TQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OR]4.
Extending the rigid core of TQPP to TPPQPP results in higher
isotropization temperatures and a high-order columnar phase at
room temperature for TPPQPP-[t-Bu]2-[OC20H41B]4 due to the
relatively higher ratio of the rigid cores. The analysis of the phase
structure of TQPP and TPPQPP with the same side chains
revealed that the long axis of the rigid core is along the a-axis,
and the core stacking is along the c-axis.
By modifying the symmetry of the rigid core to three-fold in
the HDATAN-[OR]6 series, a crystalline phase can be observed
in the low-temperature region. Using HDATAN-[OC14H29]6 as
an example, this crystalline phase possesses a monoclinic unit cell
with dimensions of a ¼ 3.92 nm, b ¼ 3.12 nm, c ¼ 0.46 nm,
a ¼ b ¼ 90 , and g ¼ 75.3 .
Overall, by modifying the fused rigid ring size and shape as
well as the location, lengths, and chemical structures of their
flexible tails, we were able to control the phase behavior of model
phenazine-based compounds which are important for photovoltaic applications. Among these factors, designing the noncrystalline alkyl tails is most effective to introduce the columnar
LC phase into these types of materials.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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